
MSRP ex. VAT:

INFO

Approval:

Product code:

Product Name:

1.870,00 €

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system. 
 
Offering an ideal upgrade to further the tuning potential of the car, the downpipe is primarily designed for track use and will release the 
most sporty and aggressive sound that the engine has to offer. Downpipe is equipped with high-flow 200 CPSI sport catalytic converter 
and eliminates the OPF which opens up a whole new sensory experience the moment you put your foot down! Sound level is much 
increased and is accompanied with deep and powerful sound in low and mid rev range and develops into a pure race derived acoustic 
ecstasy in high rev range you simply can’t get enough of! Every gear shift is full of crackling drama and the exhilarating tone is 
accompanied with an addictive burbling on every over-run in the sportiest settings! Yet despite being a race derived system it retains all 
of the comfort when you want it to in Comfort mode or at highway cruising with no unwanted sounds or drone in the cabin. The change in 
performance is a noticeable factor when compared to the Stock exhaust system configuration, and the difference is perceptible from the 
driver’s and passenger’s point of view. 
 
When installing the Akrapovič Downpipe remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning 
signals. 
 
FITMENT NOTICE: This product does not fit 2021 vehicles equipped with Otto/gasoline particulate filter.
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TECHNICAL DATA

UNIT STOCK AKRAPOVIČ MAX GAIN

maximum power kW

HP (m)

HP (i)

maximum torque Nm

lb-ft

weight kg

lb

%

installation time min
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6.9 4.1 - 2.9

15.2 8.9

210

- 6.3

- 41.4
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MANDATORY PRODUCTS

OPTIONAL PRODUCTS
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No mandatory products.
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Evolution Line (Titanium)

S-ME/TI/12H

3.980,00 €

Product name:

Product code:

MSRP ex. VAT:

Akrapovič Sound Kit

P-HF1296

353,20 €


